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2015 FORD F-150 

GRILL GUARD INSTALLATION        

1. Review diagram on page 3.

2. Remove factory tow hooks and set aside. Be sure to keep the bolts you removed. 

If installing Grill Guard on 2WD model, you will need to cut holes in the plastic 

where the tow hooks normally install.

3. Remove plastic inserts around tow hooks.

4. Line up main bracket where tow hooks were removed. Attach frame bracket to

frame using factory bolts. Be sure frame bracket is on correct side and facing 

correct way (SEE DIAGRAM). If wanting to retain use of factory tow hooks, install 

tow hooks underneath frame bracket using factory bolts. Hand tighten bolts. 

5. Attach Grill Guard to frame brackets using hardware provided, hand tighten bolts.

6. Line Grill Guard up with lines of truck and make sure it is level. Temporarily 

tighten bolts so grill guard will not move.

7. Slide the top bracket between the grill and the bumper (DO NOT slide bracket 

into slots in bottom of grill. Be sure it goes between bumper and grill. See Picture 

#2) Attach top bracket to grill guard. Hand tighten bolts.

8. Now you need to connect the top brackets to the main brackets. Either push the 

plastic out of the way (See picture #5.), or cut holes in the plastic beneath the 

top brackets (See Picture #6). If plastic cannot be pushed back, using the hole in 

the top bracket for reference, cut a hole in the plastic bumper. (We found this 

easiest to do from the top. We removed the plastic around the hood latch and 

reached down to cut hole in bumper. See picture #4.)

9. Attach top bracket to main bracket using hardware provided, hand tighten bolts.

10. Line up stiffener bracket so it will cross over the frame and bolt to the tall piece 

of the main bracket (SEE DIAGRAM). The outside hole will line up with a bolt in 

the frame. See picture #3. Remove bolt and attach stiffener bracket to frame 

using factory bolt. Attach stiffener to main bracket. See picture #5. Hand tighten 

bolts.

11. Make sure Grill Guard is adjusted to lines of truck and tighten all bolts to 70 lbs. 

of torque.
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PLEASE READ AND UNDERSTAND INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 

BEFORE INSTALLING THIS PRODUCT

We know you don’t want to read this,

but you probably should. 
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Diagram:

HARDWARE PROVIDED:

(12) ½-13 BOLTS

(12)  ½-13 HEX NUTS

(24) FLAT WASHERS

(12) LOCK WASHERS


